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Firman Noor
Moderate Islamic Fundamentalism:
Understanding the Political Thinking of
the Partai Keadilan Sejahtera (PKS)
Abstraksi; Fundamentalisme ternyata mengenal keragaman dan, dalam
praktiknya, tidak selamanya bersifat ekstrem dan radikal. Berbeda dari
pandangan umum yang menganggap fundamentalisme Islam cenderung
absolutis dan monolitik, tulisan ini menghadirkan apa yang disebut sebagai
"fundamentalisme Islam yang moderat" lewat penelusuran pemikiran
politik Pqrtai Keadilan sejahtera (PKS), sebuoh partai Islam di Indonesia
yang cukup fenomenal dalnm beberapa tahun terakhir. Penggunnnn cara
pandang seperti ini menoT,arkan sebuhh perspektif bnru di dalam analisis
Islam don politik di lndonesia dewnsa ini, yang acapkali diwarnai oleh
s eman gat fundament alisme dan r adikalisme.
Tulisan ini memaknai fundamentalisme sebagai Sagasan yang percaya
bnhuta lslam merupakan ajaran yang sempurna dan menyeluruh, di mana
Al-Qur'an dan Sunnah merupakan dasar-dasor bagi hukum lslam yang
final dan utuh. Penulis mengemukakan bahzna, setidaknya dalnm kurun
waktu L998-2005, PKS jelas-jelas merupakan kelompok fundamentalis,
y ang meskipun tumbuh b erkemb ang di kalangan menengah perkotaan, tetap
berbeda dari kelompok Islam modernis lainnya seperti Muhammadiyah,
Persis, dan sebagainya. Namun, dengan mencermati berbagai pandangan
dan praktik potitiknya sebagai salah satu partai yang berlaga di dalam
pemilu di lndonesia, PKS-yang tetap setia dengan pandangan Islam
fundamentalisny a - juga menuniukkan p andangan moder at dalam b erb agai
hal. lika dibaca dengan seksama, hal ini menjadikannya berbeda dari
kelompok-kelompok fundamentalis lainny a, terutamq mereka y ang b er ada di
garis kerns dan radikal seperti FPI, FKASWI, Laskar lihad, ataupun MML
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Tulisan ini memaparkan bahwa fundnmentalisme moderat memiliki
setidaknyn empat ciri: pertnma, percayn akan nilai-nilni fundamentqlisme
sebagaimann umumnya, seperti obsesi untuk menciptakan masyarakat
Islam yang lebih baik dengan menerapkan sistem politik Islam yang
uniuersal berdqsarknn AI-Qur'an dan Sunnah. Kedua, berbeda dengan
fundament alisme p ada umumny a, fundament qlisme mo der et meny o dorkan
model penafsiran yang lebih luwes terhadap nilai-nilai fundamentalisme.
walhasil, kaum fundnmentalis moderot masih percaya dengan upaya dialog
terbuka, termnsuk w acana y nng b erkensnn dengan tema-tema politik mo dern
seperti konsep negara-bangsa dqn demokrasi.
Ketiga, dalam prnktik politiknya, fundamentslisme moderat setuju
untuk bersikap kooperatif dan kompromis terhadap pihak Inin sejauh
kepentingan dan tujuan politik mereka juga terakomodasi. Kompromi politik
ini ditunjukkan dengan, misalnya, kesediaan kaum fundamentalis moderat
untuk bergabung dalam parlemen dan duduk dalam pemerintahan rewat
cara-care konstitusional dan sesuai dengan peraturan yang ada. Meskipun
tetap percayn sepenuhnya akan nilai-nilai Islam, kaum fundamentalis
moderat cenderung setuju dengan demokrasi, karenn dengan demokrqsilnh
mereka bisa eksis, dnn memberikan ruang untuk sebuah pemerintahan
yang poputer berdasarkan nilai-nilai Islam. Keempat, kaum fundnmentalis
moderat percaya bohToa perkembangan spiritual masyarakat bisa terjadi
secars bertahap menuju sebuah tatanon sosial yang dicita-citakan.
Pandangnn moderat PKS terwujud dalem berbagai hal: hubungan
agama dnn negara, pelaksanaan syariat Islam, negara Islnm dan demokrasi.
PKS cenderung setuju dengan ideologi negara pnncasila dan konsep
negara-bangsa, namun tidak dengan serta-merta harus percays bahuta
ideologi negara seperti itu dan bentuk negara-bangsa seperti sekarang ini
aduloh sesuntu yang final Pandangnnnya yang unik mengenai isu-isu ini
menjadikan PKS berbeda dari gerakan Islam tradisionalis, modernis, dan
fun dament alis r adikal. Meskipun I eb ih b any ak meng gunak an p endekat an
dan perspektif yang moderat di dqlam ideologi politiknya, pKS masih tetap
tergolong Islam fundamentalis, bukan hanya knrena memiliki pengikut
yang militan, tapi jugn karena kegigihannya di dalam mengikuti dan
men gaplikasikan i deolo gi das ar, asumsi dnn tuj uan ut amn fundament slisme
lsl am s eb a g aimana umumny a.
Akhirnya, PKS mqsih terbuks untuk berbngai kemungkinan: menjndi
s emakin mo der at d qn akomo datif , at nu s emakin r a dikal M as a dep nn p K s akan
sangat tergantung kepada sejauhmana elit PKS mflmpu mempertahankan
sikap moderatnya, di tengah kecenderungan friksi internal yang umum
terjndi di partai politik, dan sejnuhmana kondusifnya iklim politik nasional
bagi keragaman pandangan politik.
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Introduction
fslamic Fundamentalism is developing rapidly in the Islamic
I world today. Like any other religious and political movemenf
Ifundamentalism shows many variant and ways of realizing their
views, which has led to the emergence of various cultural and po-
litical institutions. Fundamentalism is anything but monolithic but
nevertheless, to some extent, fundamentalist strands demonstrate
rather similar characteristics.l
As a religious and political phenomenon, fundamentalism has
been on the rise in Indonesia. Since the reformation era, aftet 1998,
the impact of fundamentalism on politics has challenged typologies
of analysis which usually divide Islamic political groups into mod-
ernists and traditionalists. It has foremost influenced the Indonesian
political constellation.
The Partai Keadilan Sejahtera (Prosperous Justice Party)-a new
Islamic party established at the beginning of the reform era-shows
every characteristic of being a fundamentalist party. It has its base
mainly among youn& intellectual, and urban Muslims. It dem-
onstrates that the Islamic political party situation in Indonesia, in
terms of ideology and practice, has basically returned to a situation
comparable to that of the 1950s.
Many scholars have categorized the party in various ways. In
his comprehensive study, Aay Muhammad Furkon concludes that
the PKS is basically a modernist party primarily inspired by the
thou ghts of the AI - Ikhrn an Al - Mu sI imun (Islarnic B r othe rho o d) . 2 M ark
Woodward believes the PKS to be one of the outward expressions
of Islamic modernism and he therefore grouPs this party together
with other modernist parties in Indonesia.3 Ali Said Damanik, on
his turru believes that the PKS is rooted in fundamentalist culture
and is predominantly inspired by the Islamic Brethren.a Other
observers, as if wanting to depart from the modernist and fun-
damentalist dichotomy use other alternative terms to classify the
party. Nandang Burhanudin believes that the PKS actually uses a
comprehensive approach turning it into an ideal all-encompassing
party.u Earlier studies about Islamic politics in Indonesia conducted
by scholars such as Anthony Bubalo and Greg Fealy,6 Greg BartoryT
Anies Baswedan,8 Saiful Mujani, and William Liddlee used the label
Islamist to explain PKS's character. Elizabeth Fuller Collins regards
the PKS as "a moderate alternative to radical Islamism".l0 Various
approaches have been used to understand it, and many technical
Studia Islamikn. VoL 14, No. 3,2007
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terms have been applied in order to describe pKS's position. That
the PKS represents a new trend in Indonesian political thinking is,
however, a reality.
what has been said above already sufficiently indicates that the
PKS is a complex phenomenon which is difficult to comprehend.
The lack of studies focusing on the political thoughts and actions
of the PKS contributes to this difficulty. Although studies have de-
scribed the PKS from many points of view, parficularly in historical
terms, in light of the influence exerted on it by global political and
Islamic movements, and the political actions it has taken at the sur-
face, a comprehensive study of PKS's political thoughts and actions
has yet to be undertaken.
This article proposed the term 'moderate fundamentalism, as
a tool in understanding the defining characteristic of the pKS. In
short, the term refers to fundamentalism in a moderate perspective,
enabling moderate fundamentalists to be involved in political ac-
tivities adaptively and without resorting to the use of radical means.
Using this term, I argue that the PKS is a part of the fundamentalist
faction, differentiating it in principle from other modernist groups
or parties in Indonesia. Its moderate nature, however, also differen-
tiates it from the radical carnps within the fundamentalist faction.
The use of the term moderate fundamentalism allows for the obser-
vation of diversity within the fundamentalist faction and contrib-
utes to new insights into present-day Indonesian Islamic political
parties.
The present research considers the characteristics of moderate
fundamentalists to be as follows:11 Firsf belief in the values of fun-
damentalism as the basic way of thinking. This includes the obses-
sion to establish a universal Islamic political system based on the
Qur'an and the Hadith as an alternative way in creating a better life
for the ummat. Second, moderate fundamentalism interprets funda-
mentalist values from a moderate perspective. As a consequence,
moderate fundamentalists are willing to engage in a dialogue using
common language and discoursg including modern political no-
tions such as nation-state and democracy. Third, moderate funda-
mentalists tend to compromise and to enl.ertain a cooperative at-
titude towards other parties, as long as these can bring them to the
realization of their political objectives. Moreover this group tends to
operate from within the system 
- 
by joining parliament and govern-
ment in constitufional ways and by abiding to the rules of the game
Studin Islamika, Vol. 14, No. 3, 2007
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prevalent in the country. They tend not to resort to extreme and vio-
lent actions to achieve their political goals. They also tend to accept
democracy, since democracy can be used to support their existence
as well as the realization of their ideal of setting up some sort of
popular or people's government, based on Islamic values. Fourth,
moderate fundamentalists believe in a gradual establishment of an
ideal social organization in order to improve the spiritual develop-
ment of society and of individuals.
This article will discuss PKS's thoughts on the relations between
Islam and state, the position of the shari'ah in the state, and on de-
mocracy in the period from 1998 to 2005. I will compare moderate
fundamentalists with radical fundamentalists and modernists in or-
der to provide a clearer picture of PKS's political thinking.
It is important to note that the few modernists mentioned in this
article are considered to represent the general opinions of this fac-
tion. The modernists are represented by several prominent figures
such as M. Natsir, M. Amien Rais, and Yusril Mahendra.
The radical fundamentalists in this article consist of various
Islamic social organizations such as the Islamic Defender Front
(FPI), the now defunct Comrnunication Forum of the Followers of
the Sunnah and the Community of the Prophet (FKASWD, Laskar
Jihad, and the Indonesian Mujahidin Council (MMD.
Islam and the State
In Indonesia, there are at least three different groups of Islamic
political thinking concerning the relations between religion and the
state.r2 The first group believes that Islam contains clear and detailed
concepts in matters of politics and the state. This view holds that re-
ligion and the state are integrated. It is based on the belief that Islam
is a perfect and comprehensive religion that deals with every aspect
of human life and therefore also with political affairs. This group
also thinks that the only ideal political system was the one in place
during the time of the Prophet Muhammad and tli.e Khulafa Rasyidin
(the righteous caliphs). Therefore, they propose that an Islamic State
be re-established. The second group believes that Islam offers clear
prescriptions regarding the relation between religion and the state
and that Islam is an individualistic religion restricted to the private
sphere. They are often secularists who believe in the supremacy of
the western political system because it has proved to be effective.
Studta lslamika, Vol. 14, No. 3, 2007
The third group believes that Islam has relevance to state matters
but that Islam gives general and not detailed guidance. As a conse-
quence Islamic communities are urged to find the most appropriate
system while including Islamic ethics and values in their ideas about
statehood. The PKS seems to belong to the first group that stresses
the close relations between Islam and the state. However, this does
not make this party ignore reality or forget the socio-cultural back-
ground of Indonesia.
In PKS's view, Islam and the state are inextricably linked.l3 This
is related to Tarbiyah's main doctrine of Islam as syumuliyah (holistic
teachings).]4In this regard, Islam is not considered merely as ritual
but also as a set of rules that regulate all activities of people, bolt as
individuals and in their capacity as members of society".ls One PKS
document states:
"Islam is a universal system of living which entails all aspects of life. Islam
is state and homeland, government and community, morality and power,
blessing and justice, culture and constitutiory science and judiciary
material and natural resources/ seeking livelihood and prosperity, jihad
and religious proselytizing, soldiers and thoughts, beliefs and acts of
devotion. Muslims have an obligation to comprehensively adhere to these
cores of Islamic teachings and to acknowledge their universality, Islam
is a system of life that covers religioO politics, state, and society".16
Thus the PKS believes that Islam offers political guidance to its
adherents. The logical consequence of being an expression of hu-
man society, the state should be regarded as part of Islamic teach-
ings. The PKS therefore rejects secularism or the separation of secu-
lar life from religious matters.
Moreover, the PKS thinks that the relevance of Islam in the state is
related to ideological and constitutional matters because, according
to senior party figure, Abu Ridha, Islam consists of values and laws
that can be and should be formally implemented in the state.17 The
PKS emphasizes that Islamic teachings, originating from the Qur'an
and Sunnah, should be used as sources of inspiration for the state
and should be the basis of its laws and constitution. Ridha states
that Cod revealed the Qur'an to the ProphetMuhammad to be used
as dustur (constitution) and as the highest rule for mankind'.l8 The
PKS believes therefore that to establish a"negarareligius" (a religious
state)based on Islamic teachings is every Muslim's true obligation.le
The implication of this point of view is that the PKS believes that
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Islam and its laws occupy a formalistic role in the state and it has a
tendency to strive for the creation of a formal Islam by using Islam
as the ideology for state matters.
The Function of the State
In PKS's point of view, the state has a number of primary obliga-
tions, especially with regards to guiding its citizens by protecting
their faith and enabling them to attain happiness in this world and
in the hereafter. The state has therefore a significant role in Islamic
education and in the promotion of Islamic teachings. This education
also covers the way to keep religious matters in keeping with the
example of Muhammad in Medina.20Irwan Prayitno, a PKS activist,
stated that:
"The state has the right to conduct religious education in society and it
even has to support the obligation of its population to read the Qur'an
and wear the headscarf and to ensure that these kinds of oolicv are
supported by the whole of society".21
This perspective is rooted in the education model of the Tarbiyah
movement which attempts to provide continuous education for in-
dividuals, the family, society, and the state. This process must be
continued even when the ideal state, which is an Islamic state, has
been established.22In fact, it is the primary function of the state to
ensure the development of Islamic teachings and to implement the
sh ar i' ah comp rehensively. 23
According to Siddiq, the function of the state in moral education
is in fact related to the formation of Muslim identity. By providing
Muslims with proper education about Islam, it is expected that the
state will offer a proper understanding of the true characteristics of
Muslims. Siddiq adds that this is related to the idea of turning Islam
into a symbol of identity for every Muslim, so that Muslims behave
properly as individuals, as citizens inside the national system, and
in their relations with other citizens. Given this function of the state,
the PKS believes the role of religion, as mentioned by Bellah,2a to
be an identity and a set of instructions for the continuation of the
social system. In view of these functions the PKS believes that the
state plays a strategic role in the effective implementation of Islamic
moral values and teachings.
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Even though the PKS believes that society is able to organize
dakzaah (religious propagation) by itself without interference of the
state, the state and its apparatus can assist this process by formu-
lating policies that protect and foster dakwah activities. The state
should be one of the most important supporting pillars to strengthen
Islam and the state is therefore a prerequisite for the perpetuation
of Islam on earth.2s However, the PKS also takes the actual situation
into consideration in the process of making Islam the foundation
of the state and in ensuring that the state is turned into an institu-
tion that indeed fosters Islamic interests. In the present situation,
where Indonesian society is generally not fully supporting the role
of Islam in the state, the PKS is of the opinion that Islam in the state
should focus on universal matters, such as humanity, justice, and
social awareness in a national framework.
PKS's political perspectives share points of view with the radi-
cal fundamentalist group. To this group, Islam is unique and its
uniqueness is the result of its role in societal life. According to the
Indonesian Mujahidin Council (MMI= Majlis Mujahidin Indonesia),
Islam teaches Muslims both as individuals and as members of a
community, about matters of individual improvement as well as
matters that are related to comrnunity life.26 Based on these percep-
tions and on the belief that Islam includes a set of laws that in the
practical context can effectively be used to provide direction and
which form the basis of the way the state should be managed, radi-
cal fundamentalist groups unequivocally believe that Islam has to
be the formal foundation of the state.z7 This principle is clearly re-
flected by Abu Bakar Ba'asyir's statement which says:
'According to the example of the Prophet Muhammad, Islam must be
wedded to the government and to the nation; it must be the law of the
state 
- 
this was the example given by the Prophet. It must not be purely
a personal matter. Don't follow politicians, don't follow the natiory and
don't separate Islam from the natiory that is just wrong".28
Moreover, according to radical fundamentalists, the separation
between state and religion is not only intolerable but also absurd. In
fact they believe that Islam with all of its tendencies and purposes
is both a religion and a state. This is stated by the (LJASWJ: Laskar
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Jihad Ahlussunah Wal-Jamaah) another radikal group of Indonesian
Islam: "politics is a main part of Islamic teachings and the Qur'an
and Sunnah have to act as Judges".2e
Modernists also believe that Islam has a place in solving state
problems. This is related to the obligation for Muslims to create
the best possible living conditions for humanity in God's favor.
Attempts to create such a system are acfually regarded as a part of
ibsdah (the religious service), particularly in the horizontal context
of social relations among people.3o The PKS shares similar point of
view, in this matter with many modernists. Amien Rais, for exam-
ple, states that a government guided by Islam has two functions:
firstly, to guarantee the implementation of Islamic teachings; and
secondly to ensure the fulfillment of people's needs. Thus the state
has the obligation to meet the spiritual and material needs of the
people while Islamic values have to be adopted as the guidelines in
attaining these needs.31
However, even though modernists and the PKS believe in the
inextricability of Islam and the state, modernists stress that this rela-
tion need not be realized in a formal context. This is because Islam
does not provide detailed directives for such relations. The modern-
ists feel that what Islam offers to Muslims in politics is principally
an obligatory reconunendation to create a system that is based on
the Islamic spirits of justice, equality, and consensus.32 Moreover,
the majority of the modernists do not see mentioned in the Qur'an
or the Sunnah any kind of fixed or formal shape for the political sys-
tem. As a result, they consider that Islam only offers general rules
about politics and provides freedom to its followers to be creative
in the way they want to be engaged in politics. Thus when Muslims
have successfully brought the spirit of Islam into the political con-
text they have essentially fulfilled their obligation.
PKS's formal approach to the implementation of Islamic teach-
ings is shown by its point of view on the relationship between Islam
and the state. In this context, the state becomes an independent in-
stitution having its own interests in its role of servant of ideology.
PKS's model of the state approaches that of the organic state,33 rather
than a pluralist or Marxist one (where the state is the committee for
certain classes). Being an organic state has the right and the obliga-
tion to encourage all citizens to strive for their common objectives,
which in the PKS's context is the establishment and implementation
of Islamic teachings at every level of life and ultimately is geared
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towards the revival of the caliphate. Apart from PKS's gradual ap-
proach to implement its objective, in extreme circumstances an or-
ganic state has the opportunity to act in a comprehensive and inter-
ventionist role in the name of shared ideals, while weakening civil
society and rninority groups. Although the PKS believes in the use
of a process of consultation in managing the state, its tendency to be
supportive of a strong and interventionist state cannot be denied.
Shail'ah: Towards an "Islamic State".
In Indonesia, since before the establishment of the republic, vari-
ous sections of society aspired to struggle for the implementation
of the shari'crh and this is evident from the debates between the
Indonesian founding fathers regarding the content of the 1945 con-
stitution.s At presenf this desire entertained by various groups to
formalize the shari'ah at the constitutional level - by incorporating
the 'seven words' of the Piagam lakarta (the jakarta charter, stating
that Muslims are required to abide to the shari'ah) - and at the local
level in several provinces, municipalities, and cities are reflections
of this aspiration.3s The role of the shari'ah in politics and in the state
is ultimately inseparable from the debate about the creation of an
Islamic state as the tangible, formal, and comprehensive realization
of the shari'ah. With its moderate fundamentalism PKS puts for-
wards the total irnplementation of the shari'ah at every level of life.
In the context of present-day Indonesia, however, the PKS favors a
gradual approach in shari'ah implementation and does not consider
the establishment of an Islamic state to be urgent.
The PKS believes that the shari'ah is nothing less than the ultimate
true guidance for every Muslim. For the PKS, God's law defines the
proper relations between the people and God (hnblum min Allah) and
the relations among people (hablummin nl-nas).36 Therefore, Muslims
may not disregard the role the shari'ah plays in their life. Moreover,
it believes that upholding the shari'ah is the logical consequence of
being a Muslim. One of the party's principles, nl-shari'ah (constitu-
tion), states that "upholding the shari'ah, and obedience and com-
mitment to it, is the obligation of every Muslim as the consequence
of his or her belief".37 Ridha stated that:
"Upholding the shari'ah is for us not only related to political discourse,
but is also an actualization in every part of our life, individually, socially,
and politically".38
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Hence, the shari'ah in PKS's opinion is relevant in daily life, while
in the political context it believes that shsri'ah has universal values
and is replete with solutions able to bring happiness to the people.3e
Al-Jufri mentions in this connection:
"The only leader or government to obtain help from Allah is a leader or
a government that obeys Allah's rules. The Constitution, government
regulations, ministerial decisions etc made by the Government have to
be in line with God's Laws".ao
Even though the PKS does not mention in its statutes, (Internal
Party Regulations) that the shari'ah should become the state's consti-
tution, it does believe that the shari'ah has to be implemented in dai-
ly life so that in the end it will become an integral part of Indonesian
laws and regulations.
The PKS is convinced that, when implemented in its entirety,
the shsri'ah will bring salvation to mankind. This is because it has
universal values, acceptable to everyone.al The PKS is also of the
opinion that if the shari'ah is properly implemented, it will not dis-
criminate against adherents of other religions.a2 It argues that if the
Muslims take over power and implement the shari'ah, the principle
of justice-for-all will guide them and will ensure that the basic rights
of every citizery including those of non-Muslims, will be guaran-
teed.a3 PKS's cadres argue that the history of Islamic rule reveals that
minority rights were indeed respected while it also demonstrates
that non-Muslim officials participated in the government indicating
that there was harmony for all people.
Such arguments cannof however, take away non-Muslim con-
cerns, given that the shari'ah also introduces the concept of zimmi,aa
which has the potential of reducing the right of non-Muslims to be
elected as leader of the state and thus, to some extent, induces dis-
crimination. This opinion also finds difficulty in honoring a place to
"deviant groups", such as the Ahmadiyah, in the Islamic conunu-
nity. The PKS tends to limit its perception of the universality of the
shari'sh by supporting the ban on such groups.
Following the principle of al-tadarruj (gradualism), the PKS con-
siders the implementation of the shari'ah a gradual process that re-
quires a thorough understanding of the contemporary situation.
This means that the implementation of the shsri'sh must be com-
mensurate with the level of Islamic understanding among society.
It believes that the development of Islam is closely related to the
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success of dakwah developmenf whereby an intensive model of
communication and a pattern of flexible dakutah development is re-
quired. The PKS therefore says:
'A commitment is a manifestation ol al-istimsak (firmness) and al-haq
(truth), determination and believing fully in Islam as a righteous and
comprehensive teaching that has to be upheld in every aspect of life
while still maintaining flexibility as the basis characteristic ol the shari'ah
as well as upholding the aspect of formal legality that is in line with the
shari'ah".as
The PKS thus believes that the shari'ah should notbe implement-
ed hastily but first needs to be internalized properly in the heart
of every individual Muslim. This argument is in line with the par-
ty's principle namely qum daulah fi shudurikum, l/ra qum fil ardhikum
(establish a "state" first in your heart, and then in the world). This
means that it also requires every Muslim to be prepared before the
shsri'qh at state level can be realized and this will be a very long pro-
cess and require serious efforts. The PKS believes that the establish-
ment of an Islamic state will be pointless if the people are basically
not ready to uphold and support such a system.46
The Islamic State Issue
The emergence of the term Islamic state is basically a critical re-
sponse from Muslims to the world-wide development of the con-
cept of nation-state. This concept originated in the West because the
power over the world was divided in terms of geographically de-
fined territories, based on nationalism and sovereignty. Islam never
limited the Islamic people to any one nation based on territory. The
development of ideas about the Islamic state has caused sustained
contention in Indonesia. Indonesia experienced a long period when
a fierce struggle was fought between proponents of Indonesia as an
Islamic state and advocates of a Pancasila state.aT This ideological
tension was formally overcome by the acceptance of Pancasila as the
sole principle of the state in the 1980s. That acceptance had to un-
dergo a long debate and met with resistance from many Islamic or-
ganizations and parties.as Over time this national acceptance proved
to be artificial. There are many segments among Islamic groups that
continue to reject the New Order regime's effort to unify the many
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ideologies in Indonesia. In this reformasi era, the Islamic state issue
has re-surfaced.
The PKS tends to avoid contentious terminology when speaking
about the Islamic State4e and it believes that Islamic society has not
completely accepted the term. Thus, for the current situatiory the
important thing to do first is to create Islamic teachings acceptable
to all Muslims. This means that a moderate kind of the shari'crh in
needs to be implemented that accomrnodates most Muslims while
aiso bearing the real conditions of Indonesian society in mind.
Attempts to implement an Islamic State in its entirety at present
would only trigger unproductive and sensitive, protracted debates
among the people in this country.so For these reasons, the PKS be-
lieves that the essence of the state is far more important than its
outward form. According to Siddiq:
"What the PKS believes, in terms of the implementation of Islamrc
teachings, is actually not concerned with labeling, but with how to
ensure that Islamic values, teachings, and conceptions can be realized
in all aspects of state life".s1
Matta, one of PKS leaders, stated that whatever the name, as
long as the essence of the state concords with Islamic values such as
justice and equality it is enough. Furthermore, in his opinion some
urgent and real problems such as how to create a better system of
education, improve the economy and heighten defense are more
important and pressing than a discussion about the name and shape
of the state.s2 For him the existence of such an Islamic state is related
to the issue of changing the condition of the state to be a better and
more Islamic one.53
The second PKS President Hidayat Nur Wahid thinks along
the same lines, saying that the term Islamic State is not the issue.
The important thing, according to him, is to ensure the presence of
Islamic values in the daily life of all Muslims, so that every Muslim
can focus his or her potential to act well and to avoid crimes being
committed toward anything and anybody and not to waste time in
engaging in pointless debates.sa Thus, rather than trying to establish
an Islamic state, PKS's main concern should be to create a just and
prosperous state.55
However, it is interesting to note that this does not mean that
the PKS has ceased efforts to try to implement an Islamization pro-
cess at the higher level, which means the global level, when condi-
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tions permit. This is because for the PKS the improvement of Islamic
practices and beliefs should not end with the individual, the family,
or society, but must extend to the state and even to the world.56 As a
consequence, PKS's political focus is to continuously develoP a sys-
tem based on Islamic concepts and the enforcement of the shari'sh
in Indonesia.sz with the establishment of an Islamic State as its final
goal.s8 According to Yusroh:
"This process cannot be stopped because we hope for the enforcement of
Allah's power on earth. Because we know that every faith acknowledges
that when Muslims commit to the values of Islamic teaching, Islam
cannot only protect Muslims but also protect Allah's other creatures' So,
amar maruf nahi munkar is not limited to uphold daulah (state), but also
to uphold the caliphate, whereby in the end, the rahmatan lil alamin is
really felt".se
Moreover, if PKS's political goal is the legalization of the shari'ah,
an Islamic state is in essence unavoidable. On the other hand, as
stated by Ridha the creation of an Islamic state is a prereguisite
before the shari'ah can be enforced because it is unrealistic to expect
an all-inclusive implementation of the shari'ah in a secular state to be
possible.60 The PKS also believes that the State of Medina is the per-
fect example of an Islamic state in the true sense. Ridha believes that
although the term Islamic state is not used, the Medina instance of-
fers a framework for the implementation of the shari'ah.61 Moreovet,
essentially it is the duty of every single Muslim to take the State
of Medina as an example and this example can only be emulated
within an Islamic state.62
However, in efforts to establish an Islamic state, the PKS values
gradual, tolerant, and democratic approaches. Siddiq stated that in
principle:
"...if various Islamic elements have different opinions, they can fight for
their opinions. However, if there is an Islamic political power that fights
for the establishment of an islamic order in the constitutional manner
and is able to manifest that based on agreed universal values, the other
Islamic elements must accept it, Therefore, while differences are still
possible, we will coexist with those elements".63
Even Ridha admitted the willingness of the people to be a deter-
minant the establishment of an Islamic state, Ridha said:
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"The establishment of an ideal state fully depends on the willingness
of the majority of the society that inhabits this state because the
establishment of a state is the result of consensus. Meaning, an Islamic
state cannot possibly be established if its citizen do not fully desire
it" .64
In summary, PKS's view on the Islamic state issue can be seen as
an attempt to uphold Islam through formal channels. This attempt
defines PKS elites as politicians and dakwah conveyors carrying out
the mission of awakening the Muslims. Based on past experiences
and on their future interest to develop Islamic dakwah, the party's
elites try to respond to the idea of the establishment of the Islamic
state contextually. However, if we look deeper, the effort to imple-
ment the shari'ah is obviously also a stepping stone towards f'rrmal-
izing Islamic teaching at the level of the state. Thus, even though in
its statutes the PKS makes no mention of an Islamic state, this does
not mean that it rejects the desirability of such a state.65
Like the PKS, the modernists also believe that in essence the
shari'ah provides direction in life for every Muslim in order to
achieve peace and happiness in this world and in the hereafter.66
The modernists and the PKS share a similar view about the con-
nection between the shari'gh and Muslim activities. However, the
modernists are also well aware of the fact that not all human ac-
tivities are arranged in detail in the shari'ah.67 To the modernists, the
shcri'ah is essentially flexible and should be implemented by taking
into account the current conditions faced by the ummst.The shari'ah
is in the end multi-interpretable as well as contextual so that in the
political contex! the terminology used in the shari'ah basically ex-
tends beyond fixed laws and generates many different opinions and
perceptions. For modernists, in terms of politics, the shari'ah offers
universal values, rather than detailed sets of arrangements.
With respect to the idea of establishing an Islamic state, modern-
ists believe that the attempt to establish such a state must be under-
stood as an attempt to create an institution replete with the spirit of
Islam. As mentioned previously, for modernists, the form the state
has does not matter; as long as it is based on the spirit of Islam, it can
be regarded as an Islamic State,68
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Furthermore. the modernists believe that for Muslims the estab-
lishment of a formal Islamic state is not actually an obligation. For
them, the establishment of an Islamic state is not urgent because it is
in essence only an some Muslim scholars'idea based on their inter-
pretation of Islam.6e Furthermore, Islamic teachings do not clearly
mention the kind of form a state should have. As a result, Islam
provides freedom to its followers to set up a form of state appropri-
ate to them. Further, according to modernists, it would be difficult
for modern-day Muslims to re-create a state form based on the one
dating back from the seventh century.70
In Indonesia, the establishment of an Islamic State would face
many obstacles mainly because it has a plural society and because
of the availability of various internal interpretations on this concept
among Muslim scholars. For Rais, the Islamic state is therefore not
an appropriate model for Indonesia, precisely because of its diver-
sity.71 In fact most modernists reject the idea of re-adding the 'sev-
en words' of the ]akarta Charter to the constitution, which would
in potential allow the state to legally and formally implement the
shari'ah.7z Meanwhile, the United Development Party (PPP: Partai
Persatuan Pembangunan) and the Crescent Star Party (PBB= Partai
Bulan Bintang) both propose the idea that the main aim of such an
effort is to clarifyrevise Indonesian historyT3 and actually has noth-
ing to do with an Islamic state.Ta In the MPR (People's Consultative
Council) Annual Meeting, the PPP stated that:
"The proposal for the return to the seven words is not intended to create
an Islamic state, but for strengthening Indonesian nationality in the
framework of a united state based on the Pancasila".Ts
The PKS does no! however, totally accept the perspective that
proposes only to give priority to substantial aspects. The emphasize
on culfural aspects should, in their eyes, not obscure the importance
of the establishment of the shari'ah at the constitutional level. The
PKS believes that someday tirre shari'ah should concretely be mani-
fest in the national constitution. PKS's thoughts in this matter clear-
ly agree with the understanding of the fundamentalists, who firmly
believe in the role of Islam in the state.
Radical fu ndamentalists think that the shcyi' ah alone, as divine law
decreed by God, should be applied in every aspect of life, According
to M. Thalib, the leader of the MMI, the almighty shari'ah is incompa-
rable to secular laws,76 and every Muslim is obliged to implement it
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in its entirety while they have.to reject every kind of man-made law.
In Indonesia the implementation of the shnri'ah is deemed possible,
because by its innate nature it can be implemented everywhere and
especially in a country like Indonesia where Muslims are the over-
whelming majority. According to LIASWJ, the now defunct radi-
cal fundamentalist grouP, any Muslim who rejects the imposition
of the shari'ah has essentially renounced Islam.z In the view of the
chairman of the Islamic Defenders Front (FPI), Habib Rizieq Shihab,
basing the state on the foundation of the shari'ah me€ms that society
has in essence established an Islamic state.78
However in contrast to the PKS who believes that the shari'ah
should be implemented gradually and from bottom up, and who
deals with this issue sensitively, radical fundamentalists do not
propose such an approach. Because of their textual and literal un-
derstanding of Islam, they refuse to understand and interpret the
shsri'ah in a substantial way. To them, the Qur'an and the Sunnah
have clearly explained every dimension of humankind, and the
words of God are unequivocal. What all Muslims need to do is to
simply abide to each and every single word of God's teachings.Te The
difference between the PKS and radical fundamentalists can also be
seen in their concept of the various stages needed for the implemen-
tation of the shari'ah. To radical fundamentalists, the shsri'nh has to
be established as a constitution first, and should be implemented
all at once for everyone.8o This perspective differs from the belief of
PKS which regards the Islamization of the constitution as the ulti-
mate stage of a long Process.
By emphasizing that non-state elements should be ready be-
fore the shari'ah is to be established at the level of the state, the
pKS shows its belief in the importance of a cultural approach in
achieving Islamic objectives and emphasizes that non-state ele-
ments should be ready before the shsri'ah is to be implemented. As
a political party, the PKS combines formal and cultural approaches
into a holistic approach, which influences its attitude towards social
problems. In a broad sense, their approach makes a rigid dichotomy
between cultural and formal approaches difficult to uphold, par-
ticularly in the Indonesian Islamic political context. This is not only
because the idea that a cultural approach may in essence be some
kind of political expression in response to specific political situa-
tions, such as was the case during the New Order era,8r but is also
related to the existence of groups that combine both approaches in
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attaining their ideals, as was attempted by the Tarbiyah and the pKS
in the Reformasi era.
Democracy and Shur a (Consultation)
Democracy is a philosophy born and nurtured in the West. In
its development democracy has been defined and interpreted in
many ways whicln, however, according to Amin Saikal, basically
agree with the notion that democracy is "a protess of public par-
ticipation whereby power and authority can be transferred in an
orderly and peaceful fashion".82 Democracy is related to people's
government, freedom, equality, pluralism, and fraternity.83 All of
these are based upon a civic foundation, as succinctly formulated by
Abraham Lincoln as "the government of the people, for the people,
and by the people".s Democracy is a notion that the majority of the
people determine political life.8s By putting universal values to the
fore democracy has been able to impress and attract the attention
of most of the worldt leaders and political thinkers, also in Muslim
countries.86 In the Islamic world, there have been many approaches
to democracy both as a goverrunental system and as a way oI lifel
ideology that is imbued with philosophical values.
In Islam there are at least three groups who have different ways
of political thinking about democracy.8T The first group includes
those who reject the idea of democracy completely. People belong-
ing to this group think that democracy is not in line with Islamic val-
ues, especially in the context of the sovereignty of the people. They
also think that democracy might trigger a divide between Muslims,
especially when a multiparty system is in use. The second group is
those who accept democracy but recognize that there are differences
between democracy and Islamic political concepts. For this group,
democracy agrees with Islamic values and provides in practice an
opportunity for the development of Islamic politics. However, this
group is also critical of the shortcomings of democracy, whereby
the interests of the majority of the people for most part determines
everything in politics so that there is a possibility that democracy
might potentially obliterate the spirit and role of religion in govern-
ment. The third group is those who accept democracy completely.
They consider democracy to be a Muslim expression in government
and in the political arena. This group believes that democracy is
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identical with the values and spirit of Islam although they reside in
different areas.
Over time, a new sub-group has emerged out of the second group.
This group recognizes democracy as a political mechanism that
shares various similarities with Islamic political concepts. However,
democracy can only be a temporary solution for Muslims. This
group is of the opinion that the concept of shura (consultation) must
be enforced because it will guarantee the maintenance of Islamic
values without having to use the mechanism of majority voting. The
PKS can be seen as a proPonent of this subgroup.
The PKS generally recognizes that democracy is an objective re-
ality and understands it to include political notions that are similar
to contemporary Islamic political concepts. It believes that in sub-
stance, democracy has a universal spirit much like Islamic teach-
ing.88 It recognizes that values, such as equality, justice, and consul-
tatiory are basic principles enshrined in the Qur'an which had been
implemented by the Prophet Muhammad in Medina. Democracy
is also considered to correspond with the spirit of Islamic teaching,
because it also rejects exclusive authority and gives priority to shura,
which involves society's participation in decision making. Ridha has
stated:
"The Islamic governmental system does not support the total protecting
of a ruler, because it might in the end facilitate state exploitation. In the
Islamic system, Islamic people are given the chance to topple a leader if
he/she resorts to tyrannY".8e
Furthermore, according to the PKS, political participation is
' central to both democracy and Islamic political conceptseo and de-
mocracy is therefore in line with the Islamic spirit.el Democracy is
at present generally regarded as a ProPer medium for Muslims to
be involved in the political arena. with its emphasis on individual
freedom, according to Matta democrary allows Muslim to exist, to
practice their faith, and to develop their ways of thinking, particu-
larly in order to improve people's living conditions. In other words,
by accepting democracy, Muslims will have the opportunity to find
solutions to life's problems.e2 The PKS sees democracy as a means
for dakwah activists to convince people (about Islam) which makes
it preferable to authoritarian or totalitarian regimes which curb dak-
wah.s3 Thus the PKS understands democracy as a mechanism en-
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abling Muslims to be involved in politics while at the same time be-
ing able to achieve their Islamic ideals.
The acceptance of democracy in PKS's opinion is also related to
dakwsh. Democracy is awidespread political mechanism accepted by
the majority of Indonesians, and therefore by Muslims. Democracy
is a popular term and can be used to support efforts to expand the
conveyance of dakwah. According to Hantoni Hasan, the pKS activ-
ist at the Bandar Lampung DPRD (Regional Parliament), the pKS 
-
with its tolerant dakwah methods 
- 
believes that it is futile to use un-
familiar jargon such as shura, when conducting dakzuqh about Isram
and Islamic politics.ea Democracy is a much wider known concept
and the party's political activists therefore have to accept it in their
dakwsh efforts.
Between Divine and Popular Sovereignty
Although the PKS sees some similarity between Islam and de-
mocracy/ it has never acknowledged democracy as a political phi-
losophy in the way it is understood and applied by the Westerners.
Indeed, it has always been ambivalent in its reaction to democra-
cy.es It also does not consider the majority voice as absolute. It does,
however, accept a role of society and the people in the government
and the state.e6 This is because in principle, according to the pKS,
the majority is not always right.eT What is right is only to be found
within Islamic law and teaching. Theoretically, anybody is free to
interpret Quranic verses, bu! in practice, it is the prerogative of
only a handful of experts. This means that in democracy the ma-jority has the power whereas they do not have enough knowledge
about the truth, which is in the hand of a small minority. The major-
ity may thus vote out of ignorance and follow their own interests,
potentially causing them to contradict God's Law, which is of course
inconceivable. This is acknowledged by Matta who says that:
"The basic difference between secular democrary and the Islamic
political concept is related to the perspective about the holder of
sovereignty. Secular democrary renders the sovereignty to the people,
and says that sovereignty is in the hands of the people; they believe that
the voice of the people is the voice of God. On the other hand, in the
Islamic concept, sovereignty belongs solely to God; therefore the voice
of God must be the voice of the people. As a consequence, in secular
democracy the law is a general agreement which is produced within the
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limits of the constitutiory while in Islam the law is God-given and the
function of the constitution is to realize |t" .e8
However, the PKS does not recognize the clerical essence of reli-
gious scholars as the instifutionalization of God's existence on earth.
It refuses the concept of the existence of exclusive groups of ulama
with the right to decide all matters for the sake of the ummat. To the
PKS, the role of society has to be accommodated, and the people
should have the right to directly elect the best leader and to have the
right to control the executive.ee Any elimination of the rights of the
people is not in line with the substance of Islam.
In PKS's opiniory tte shura mechanism is intended is a means to
bridge the gap between God and the sovereignty of the people. The
shurs rnechanism allows for the possibility to ask experts' opinions
about certain problems so that people can improve the situation for
all.100 The PKS thinks that by using this mechanism the real truth
will prevail instead of the voice of the majority because the rea-
soning and argumentation will be in accordance with the shari'rth.
However, this does not mean that this mechanism completely si-
lences the role of the majority voice. This is because the people keep
the right to select the persons eligible to hold positions in the shura.
Thus to the PKS, the shura is a decision-making mechanism that en-
ables the accommodation of people's rights and aspirations in the
government by appointing experts and pious leaders, which en-
sures the protection of religious values.
On this basis, the PKS sees the shurn as the most appropriate
mechanism for Muslims, whilst democracy may at best offer only
a temporary solution.lo1 The party has been implementing the shura
internally by recognizing the institution of ahlul halli wal aqdi (an
expert group which is elected to determine the policy-making
process).102 The formation of tl;re Majelis Syuro (Shura Council) is the
implementation of this concept. PKS's statutes states that the Shurn
Council is the party's highest institution and functions asPKS's ahlul
halli wal aqdi institution.lo3
The role of this Shurs Council in the PKS is interesting. Other
Islamic parties have similar councils, but in reality those parties'ex-
ecutive bodies' role is still dominant. In the PKS, this rthlul halli wal
aqdi is gaining an increasingly more important role. In the party, the
dominant role of the Shura Council activates a kind of command
mechanism which can support the party's activities effectively and
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efficiently. It not only supports the party's unity, at least compared to
other Indonesian Islamic political parties, but also offers the means
to a faster implementation of the party's decisions in disciplinary
matters.loa This system has the potential to develop into the party's
oligarchic iron law when the party comes to consider that hegemo-
ny is acceptable under certain circumstances, when it is related to
matters of truth.1os
Moreover, the shura and the establishment of the ahlul halli wal
aqdi, which acknowledge Islamic law as its main source, could mean
that ulsmas will have the main say in the decision-making process
about virtually all aspects of life. This may cause problems in a plu-
ral society such as Indonesia which not only has a variety of reli
gions and beliefs among different communities, but also within the
Muslim comrnunity itself. As a consequence, it is not an easy task to
select the right person to be in charge in the shurainsttttttion.l0o
The PKS and modernist factions share a similar understanding
of the positive sides of democracy. They believe that there are uni-
versal values in democracy and accept that Muslims may use it as a
appropriate mechanism to realize their agendas. The modernists be-
lieve that in terms of politics, the Qur'an and Sunnah basically order
every Muslims to uphold the universal values of justice, affectiory
and equality for humankind. Modernists believe that any kind of
government established by Muslims have to implement those val-
ues. Using ijtihad (independent reasoning), modernists argue that
in the modern era, democracy is the only a type of governmental
system that approaches the spirit of Islam.107
Democracy is accepted based on two other considerations. Firsf
the modernists are not bothered about the origin of democracy and
do not see it as something that belongs exclusively to.the West. To
the modernists, democracy is in essence a universal teaching that
contains universal values appropriate for every society, including
the Indonesian society. They also believe that the notion of people's
sovereignty, as the main element of democracy, is also in line with
Islamic political goals.108 Rais therefore stated that he totally believes
in democracy because it runs parallel with basic Islamic teaching.loe
The second is a practical reason. Modernists argue that the back-
wardness of Indonesian society today is caused by the uncontrolled,
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exclusivist and oligarchic New Order government. To address this
situatiory it is acceptable that Muslims learn the way of democracy
from the West and apply this system.llo
In the context of people's sovereignty there are also similarities
between the PKS and the radical fundamentalists. According to the
radical fundamentalists, the main problem of democracy is the con-
cept of the sovereignty of the people,rll precisely because the politi-
cal system and political activities depend on the voice of the people.
Radical fundamentalists contrast that with Islamic teachings in
which one of the main principles is the belief in sovereignty of God.
In this conception there is no other elementbeside God can have the
right to be sovereign. In other words, the concept of people's sover-
eignty is contradictory to Islam. Moreover, this group believes that
the Qur'an and Sunnah are the ultimate sources of a set of laws that
arrange every aspect of human life. Thus, Muslims have no need to
look for other sources to guide them in their life.112 Rizieq indicates
that there are only some minor aspects in life that are not arranged
in detail in the Qur'an and the Sunnah. Therefore, Muslims are per-
mitted to enter into musyaznarah (discussion) to contemplate these
matters. Generally speaking, however, Muslims have to submit to
God's law and to His sovereignty.ll3
Based on this standpoint, the concept of democracy which al-
lows (the majority of) the people to have their own opinions and
to run their own activities based on their own ideas and interests
(which to some extent demonstrates the people's sovereignty), is
unacceptable. Furthermore, to the radical fundamentalists, the ma-
jority is not totally superior in Islam. In fact, for them, a model of
government which basically glorifies the majority is unprecedented
in Islamic history. To them, in Islam, the truth is the most important
thing and this has nothing to do with popularity or majority.
F{owever, the radical fundamentalists and the PKS do not see
democracy in the sarne way. The PKS acknowledges that some
democratic values agree with the spirit of Islam and that democracy
is a mechanism that can be used to struggle for Islamic interests.
According to Awwas, one of the leaders of MMI, however, democ-
racy is an infidel system which is not only inspired by secular and
Western teachings, but also has caused the failure of Muslims to
establish an Islamic state in Indonesia.lla For the radical fundamen=
talists, events during the 1950s and at the beginning of the reform
period have indicated that Muslims cannot trust the democratic
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system (which was prominently represented by the very existence
of a parliament) to be used as a means to strive for their goals, espe-
cially in dealing with the establishment of an Islamic state. Awwas
concludes that "the biggest obstacle to Islamic law being adopted
in Indonesia is democracy" .115 Moreover, democracy is also recog-
nized as a system that may potentially threaten the implementation
of Islamic teachings. Logically, by accepting the opinion of the ma-
jority as the basis of its policy, the government has to implement the
interests of that majority. This means the government will poten-
tially put into practice many opinions, including those which fun-
damentally contradict God's law. This situation, in the opinion of
the radical fundamentalists, will endanger all people and Muslims
in particular.l16
Conclusion
From the discussion above it has become clear that the moder-
ate perspective is a core characteristic of PKS's political ideology. It
shows that PKS's Islamic political orientation is based on the aim
to create an Islamic political system in the sense that Islam should
be an ideology of the state. However in doing so, it emphasizes a
moderate approach by taking into account the readiness of Muslims
and society before implementing Islamic political ideals at the state
level, as well as honoring Indonesia's nature as a plural nation. This
perspective leads the PKS to accept Pancasila and the existence of
the nation-state, without believing that this is the final end for the
Muslims. Democracy is accepted as a tool to strengthen the politi-
cal position of the ummat. However, even though the. PKS believes
that democracy approaches the spirit of Islamic teachings, the shura
mechanism which fills the gap between the majority and the truth
is regarded as the most appropriate for Muslims. In the context of
Indonesian political thinking, PKS's political view reveals a new ap-
proactr, which is a demonstration of added diversity in Islamic poli-
tics in Indonesia. On the one hand, the PKS and other fundamental-
ists occupy a position on the the right wing of the Islamic political
spectrum as opposed to the modernists which in Indonesia today is
becoming increasingly obvious. On the other hand, PKS's points of
view indicate the existence of diversity within the fundamentalist
movement.
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The future of PKS's moderate attitudes depends on first, how ca-
pable the PKS elites are in maintaining moderate values, and sec-
ond, how conducive the national political environment remains for
the distribution of pluralism. Changes in these two factors can affect
PKS's perspectives and attitudes. The PKS will continue to appear to
be a more moderate political power if its moderate elites remain in
power or are replaced by younger pragmatic groups. This moderite
attitude will grow further if the Indonesian political environment'
remains conducive to pluralism. In such a political configuratiory
the PKS will regard the implementation of moderate values as a
possible legitimate way to gain support to increase the number of
votes, and to maintain its position in the government.
Nevertheless, the PKS is a fundamentalist faction which also
includes a number of militant supporters, and thus the possibility
remains open for this party to be radicalized. This situation could
occur if the militant groups, who want the PKS to be straightfor-
ward, are able to take over key positions in the parry.Such a possi-
bility could also emerge if Indonesian politics were to become more
conducive to the idea of Islamization. In such circumstances, the
PKS would consider to become more accorunodative to this idea
and to adopt it as their priority. Current conditions show that such
a process is not unprecedented. The rise of the number of votes for
Islamic parties, the significant support for the implementation of
Islamic law and demands for regulations based on Islamic interests
in a number of local areas indicate, to some extent the possibility of
an increase in Islamization in the future.
This second possibility also shows that the potential for fraction-
alization inside the PKS is related to the degree of militancy and
rigidity in interpreting and implementing the basic principles of
Islamic fundamentalism, rather than to the Islamic background of
the cadres (whether NU, Muhammadiyah, Persis, and so on). This
is because the Tarbiyah process has unified a variety of its members'
backgrounds into a new paradigm. Thus, how rigidly such a para-
digm is understood and how strictly it is carried out will be one of
the latent causes for internal fractionalization and will decided the
political thinking and actions of the PKS in the future.
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